
GR Case No. 1146 of 2012

IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE UDALGURI.

Present : Mrs. Gitali Rabha, AJS.

GR Case No. 1146 of 2012
U/S 323/458/324/417 of  IPC

          State of Assam   

VS.

   Nabin Chandra Rabha ……..  Accused.

      
    Advocate on behalf of prosecution :   Mr. A. Basumatary, Addl. P.P.

    Advocate on behalf of defence :   Mr. M. Rajbangshi

    Date of evidence :  28-05-14, 22-12-14, 13-02-1525-03-15,

30-04-15, 29-05-15, 24-08-15

    Dates of Argument   :   10-12-15, 04-02-2016 and 09-03-2016.

Date of Judgment  :   16-03-2016.

J U D G M E N T

1.The factual matrix of the case, as per the FIR, is that one Sri Sankar Rabha, informed 

the OC of Kalaigaon PS on 15.11.2010 at about 10:30 AM alleging inter-alia that last 

night at about 2:20 O’clock on hearing the shouting of his daughter Miss Saru Rabha 

@ Sewali  Rabha, he and his  wife woke up and came outside and saw that their 

daughter had sustained blood injuries and she was writhing in pain. The FIR further 

reads that  the informant  asked his  daughter  as to who had injured her  and she 

replied that accused Nabin Ch Rabha, a boy from their same village had injured her.

2.  On receipt of the FIR the OC Kalaigaon PS registered this case as Kalaigaon PS case 

No, 116/10, under Sections 448/326 IPC. The victim Sewali Rabha was admitted to 

the hospital and treated. In the course of the investigation, the medical reports of the 

victim had been collected. Recording the statements of the witnesses was done and 
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after completing the other usual formalities, the IO of this case has submitted the 

charge sheet under Sections 323/458/354 IPC against the accused Nabin Ch. Rabha.

3.On receipt of the charge sheet, cognizance of offence was taken. The attendance of 

the  accused  was  secured.  After  going  through  the  available  documents  and 

statements of the witnesses of this case the charge has been framed under Sections  

323/458 IPC against the accused person. Ingredient of charge had been read over 

and explained, to which the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. Be it now pointed out that during trial SDJM, Udalguri added two new Sections of IPC 

i.e. Sections 324 and 417 IPC against the accused persons. Ingredient of the new 

charge had been read over and explained, to which the accused pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried.

5. The  prosecution  has  examined  eight  (8)  witnesses  to  cement  the  guilt  of  the 

accused, out of whom, PW1 Sri Sewali Rabha(victim girl), PW2 Sri Sankar Rabha 

(informant), PW3 Sri Ratan Rabha, PW-4 Monoram Rabha, PW5 Sri Goneswar Rabha 

and PW6 Sri Hari Prasad Rabha, are witnesses of facts. PW7 Dr. Jitendra Kr Sahariah 

(medical  officer)  and PW8 Sri  Himangshu Jyoti  Gohain (Investigating Officer) are 

formal official witnesses. 

6. The accused has not led any evidence. In his defence under Section 313 Cr.P.C the 

accused  denied  the  charges  against  him.  He  has  chosen  not  to  explain  any 

incriminating circumstances appearing against him in the prosecution evidence and 

pleaded a defence of total denial.

7. POINTS OF DETERMINATION.  

Q.1)  Whether  the  accused  Nabin  Rabha  had  voluntarily  caused  hurt  to  the  victim 

Sewali Rabha with a dao and caused injury on her body?

Q.2) Whether the accused had entered inside the room of the aforesaid victim  at mid 

night with intent to assault her and  commit an offence?
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Q.3) Whether the aforesaid accused had cheated the victim Sewali Rabha by making a 

dishonestly promising that he would marry her and thereby inducing her to deliver her 

body and chastity to the accused, though the accused knew at the time of making the 

promise that he had no intent to keep the promise?

8. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:   The learned Additional 

Public prosecutor had submitted that the prosecution has successfully proved the 

guilt  of  the accused through the mouth of  PW1 and PW7. Let  me therefore go 

through the evidence of these two witnesses. PW-1 Sewali Rabha had stated in her 

averment that she knows the accused Nabin Rabha, as she had an affair with the 

accused and consequently  she became pregnant.  PW1 would state that accused 

wanted her to have an abortion but she wanted the baby and as a result there was 

tension between the two. So according to PW1, on that day the accused came to 

her room armed with a dao and then assaulted her with a “dao” at about 2:00 AM. 

She averred that she received cut injuries in her right hand, in the head and in the 

neck. PW-1 further stated that she shouted and fainted and then her parents took 

her to the hospital. It was only after her initial  treatment that they went to the 

police station, where her father (PW2) filed the FIR. 

9. Be it pointed out here that once Sections 324 IPC & 417 IPC was added to the 

charge, the defence was asked as to whether it wants to further cross examine the 

witnesses and they cross examined PW1 again. I would study the cross examination 

portion of PW1 a little later. Let me now read the evidence of the doctor.

10. PW7 Dr Jitendra Kumar Saharia has brought on record the injury report of Sewali  

Rabha  and  deposed  that  the  victim was  brought  to  Mangaldai  Civil  Hospital  for 

treatment on 15.11.2010 at about 10 AM. According to the doctor, he had examined 

the victim and found the following injuries on her body: (i) Lacerated injury over 

parietal area of scalp extender, middle of left cheek. (measuring 6”x ½”x ½”) (ii) 

Lacerated injury over nape of neck  (measuring 2”) switched already. (iii) Lacerated 

injury over neuthal aspect (measuring 1 ½”) switched already. (iv)Lacerated injury 

over right hand (measuring 2”x1/2”).
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11.  It has been opined by PW7 that the nature of all injuries are simple and caused 

by blunt weapon. The fact that the victim PW-1 had sustained injuries on her body is 

established and the defence did not dispute this fact. Now the limited question is, as 

to who had caused the injuries and whether the injuries was caused by a sharp 

cutting weapon or by a blunt weapon. Before I decide those questions, let me first 

read the evidence of the material witnesses. 

12.  PW-2, the informant in this case stated that the incident took place 3 years ago 

late in the night. According to PW2, on hearing the shouts of his daughter, he entered 

her room through the window and then opened the door. He stated that he had seen 

cut injury on the body of the victim but had not seen anyone fleeing from the room.  

According  to  PW2,  his  daughter  told  him  then  and  there  that  the  accused  had 

assaulted her and then she fainted.  PW2 further deposed that he had seen the “dao” 

and the same was seized by police. This witness has stated that he immediately took 

his daughter for treatment and next morning filed the FIR. 

13.  PW3  Ratan  Rabha  had  stated  that  he  had  heard  that  Sewali  Rabha  was 

assaulted by Nabin Rabha, so he went to place of occurrence. But there is nothing 

material in his statement. PW5: Goneswar Rabha had stated in his averment that 

when they received the news of assault, they had immediately call for village meeting 

and visited the place of occurrence. He further stated that he had seen cut injuries 

and blood on the body of Sewali Rabha. He further stated that on query, the victim 

had stated that the accused Nabin had assaulted her. PW6 Hari Prasad Rabha had 

corroborated the deposition of      PW-1, PW-2 and PW-5 and stated that the victim 

had stated before him that the accused had assaulted her and fled away.

14.   On the other side the learned counsel of defence argued that PW-1during her 

cross-examination admitted that she had kept the window opened on being asked by 

the accused, though normally she do not sleep with the open window. He further 

pointed out that she admitted that there was no electricity in her room and she did 

not shout when he entered the room. After entering the room he tried to rape her and 

then they had a fight. Thereafter she fell on the bed and then the accused assaulted 

her with a “dao”. PW1 admitted that no one saw the incident and the family member 
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came when they heard my shouts. PW1 would clarify that the “dao” was not from her 

house and it was not in her room.  She further stated in her second cross-examination 

that she had not submitted any love letter or close photographs in the Court and her 

family members or his family members never interacted for their marriage. PW1 would 

answer that she  was given stitch at the Mangaldai Hospital after the incident. 

15.  Learned counsel of defence read out the cross-examination of PW-2 Sankar 

Rabha, that in the evening they use lamps. On hearing the shouts of his daughter, he 

entered her room through the window and then opened the door. He had not seen 

anyone entering the room through the window. He further stated that he do not know 

whether the two had any relationship. It was submitted that Sri Sankar Rabha (PW2) 

do not know how the incident took place, even he was present at the time aforesaid 

incident. 

16. PW3 Ratan Rabha, PW-4 Manoram rabha, PW5 Goneswar Rabha and PW6 Hari Prasad 

Rabha are independent witnesses. They had stated in their cross-examination that 

they had not seen the occurrence. They had visited the place of occurrence after the 

occurrence and they did not see the accused Nabin Rabha there. 

17. Learned counsel  of  defence read out  the deposition of  medical  officer(PW-7) and 

stated that during his cross examination he clearly deposed that the victim girl was 

not stitched by him. She was stitched by other person and forwarded to the Mangaldai 

Civil Hospital. But PW1 i.e. the victim girl during her cross examination stated falsely 

before the Hon’ble Court that she was stitched in the Mangaldai Civil Hospital at 10:00 

AM.  

18. Learned counsel of  defence, per contra, vehemently refuted the contentions raised 

by prosecution and contended that informant is not an eye-witness of the incident. 

The victim girl Sewali Rabha alleged that there was a love affair between her and the  

accused  person,  but  the  victim  girl  Sewali  Rabha  unable  to  submit  any  letter  or 

photographs to establish her alleged love affair with the accused person, no one was 

aware about their relationship even the family members of the victim girl were also 

not aware about their relationship. The victim girl also alleged that on the night of 

occurrence of  the  allege incident  the  accused person had  entered  her  room and 
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assaulted her with a “dao” at about 2:00 AM. For the occurrence of that kind of 

alleged incident there must be possibility of frequent meeting between them at night. 

But the victim girl never stated such type of meeting between them. The victim girl 

did not stated that on the day of occurrence there was a planning between the victim 

girl and the accused person that the accused would come to meet the victim girl at  

about 2:00 am on the alleged night. It was further argued that PW-1 falsely stated 

that she became 3 months pregnant at the time of the alleged incident, since the 

medical report of the victim girl clearly speaks that she was not pregnant at the time 

of the alleged incident.

19. It was argued that another contradictory statement made by the victim girl that at 

the time of occurrence of the alleged incident light was lit in her room, but PW2 i.e. 

the father of the victim girl clearly stated before the Hon’ble Court that they did not  

any  electricity  connection  in  their  house.  The  victim  girl  stated  an  unreliable 

statement before the Hon’ble Court that she can see in darkness at night. That the 

victim girl made a doubtful statment for identification of the accused person is as 

follows-the  victim  stated  before  the  village  “mel”  which  was  held  regarding  the 

alleged incident she had stated there that she could not identify the accused person 

in the darkness at night. PW6 Hari Prasad Rabha, an independent witness also stated 

before the Hon’ble court that in that village “mel” she had stated that she could not 

identify the accused person in the darkness at night. 

20. He placed reliance  in  the case law,  In  Dhanu @ Dhananjoy  Debanath and 

others Vs. state of Tripura the Hon’ble Guwahati High Court held that “Offence must 

be proved beyond reasonable doubt –any doubt must go in favour of the accused-Two 

interpretation,  one  in  favour  of  the  accused  and  the  other  in  favour  of  the 

prosecution- Doubt is to be resolved in favour of the accused”. (1999) Law Reports 

421. It  was submitted that there is  no material  of Sections 323/458/324/417 IPC 

against  the accused person.  Not  a single  witness  implicated the accused person. 

Victim girl Sewali Rabha is not in a position to prove her alleged incident. There are 

many contradictory statement were stated by the victim girl Sewali Rabha before the 

police U/S 161 Cr.  PC and before the Hon’ble Court.  Her statment  are  false and 

unreliable.
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21. Considered rival submissions. I read and re-read the evidence of PW-1. An analysis of 

the entire gamut of evidence and factual matrix of the case reveals that some of the 

facts are not disputed in the instant case such as the victim PW-1 Sewali Rabha was 

injured  and she was rushed to the hospital. 

22. PW-1 has been consistent that the accused had entered inside her room through the 

window and had access to her. The contention of the defence side that PW-1 had 

admitted that at the time of occurrence of the alleged incident light was lit in her 

room, but PW2 i.e. the father of the victim girl clearly stated before the Hon’ble Court 

that they did not have any electricity connection in their house, is not contradictory. In 

fact  both  the  witnesses  had  stated  the  same  thing  that  there  was  no  electricity 

connection and so they had lighten lamp. Thus PW1 & PW2 remained consistent that 

there was light in the room inasmuch as lamp was on.

23.  The next question is of identify. The victim had clearly stated in her averment 

that she had kept the window open for the accused, as they had a love affair , infact  

she had deposed to the extent that she was carrying the child of the accused. This 

shows their physical proximity. It is natural that a girl who had physical relation with a 

man, could easily identify him even in dim light. Thus a general question during cross 

examination  that  whether  she  can  see  in  darkness  does  not  deprive  her  of 

genuineness. 

24. PW 2 and PW-3 has supported the depositions of the victim (PW1) on the aspects 

that they had arrived immediately when she shouted after receiving the injury and 

defence  has  not  been  able  to  shake  the  veracity  of  such  depositions.  They  are 

witness  to the fact  that  on the relevant night,  PW1 had sustained injury on her 

person. They are also witness to the fact that the window was open. Their evidence 

is relevant and admissible under Section 6 of Evidence Act, as they deposed about 

what  happened  during  the  same  transaction.  PW-2  had  clearly  stated  in  his 

deposition that he had entered inside her daughter’s room through window. Thus the 

fact that the window was open and there was access to the room of victim through 

the window has not been rebutted by the defence during cross-examination. This 
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being the position, the victim made an averment that the accused had planned to 

meet her and so she kept the window open for him, and according to their plan the 

accused came and entered inside her room through the window.

25.  Next the prosecution has tried to prove the motive of the accused person to 

commit the crime and pointed to the deposition of the victim. She had deposed that 

that the accused had love affair with her and they have physical proximity and she 

had conceived. The accused was not interested to have the baby and he insisted that 

she should get it aborted. She had further affirmed that when she had refused to 

abort the baby the accused attacked her with dao and hit on her and the prosecution 

insists that it was the motive for the commission of the offence.

26.  PW 4, PW 5 and PW 6 are independent witnesses. They are from same village 

of accused and victim. All these three witnesses had corroborated in their deposition 

that they had arrived on the spot and saw the cut injuries on the body of the victim 

PW  1.  The  defence  could  not  show  that  these  three  independent  witness  are 

interested witnesses or cast any doubt on their reliability. Thus I am of opinion that 

when these three witnesses PW 4, PW 5 and PW 6 had stated in unison that they had 

come immediately after the occurrence at night hour and saw the injuries on the 

body of the victim, I believe their statement that the victim PW 1 had sustained cut  

injuries on her body.

27. In the instant case, the fact that the victim (PW1) received injury on her person 

stands proved in view of evidence of PW1 PW2 PW3, PW 4, PW 5, PW 6 & PW7. The 

evidence of injured witnesses have greater evidentiary value and unless compelling 

reasons exist, their statements are not to be discarded lightly. Reliance placed upon 

the decision of the Supreme Court in State of MP Vs Man Singh reported in (2003) 10 

SCC 414. 

28.  The Hon’ble Supreme Court laid down that there has to be compelling reason 

for not believing the deposition of the injured witness. The injured would ordinarily 

not shield the real culprit and name some other person as the accused, especially in 

cases like the present one where there is only one accused person. In the instant 
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case, I do not find any such compelling reason for not believing the injured when she 

states that accused attacked and injured her. 

29. Ocular Evidence prevails  :  In the case of State of M.P. v. Dharkole alias Govind 

Singh and Ors. reported in 2005 Cr LJ 108 the Apex Court dealt with discrepancy 

between ocular  evidence of  the victim and the medical  evidence,  and it  held  as 

follows: 

30. "Coming to the plea  that  the medical  evidence is  at  variance with  ocular  
evidence, it has to be noted that it would be erroneous to accord undue primacy 
to the hypothetical answers of medical witnesses to exclude the eye-witnesses'  
account which had to be tested independently and not treated as the 'variable'  
keeping in the medical evidence as the "constant" and also held that, "where the 
eye-witnesses'  account  is  found  credible  and  trustworthy,  medical  opinion 
pointing to alternative possibilities is not accepted as conclusive" 

31.  In the case of State of Punjab v. Hakam Singh reported in 2005 CrLJ 4111 the 

Apex Court while discussing the medical evidence of PW 2 of that case, Dr. S.K.  

Gupta who conducted the post mortem examination noted as follows: 

32. "Whenever  there  is  a  conflict  between medical  evidence and ocular  testimony 
normally ocular testimony should be preferred unless it belies fundamental facts, "  
contended that when there is  a  difference between the ocular  evidence and the 
medical evidence the ocular evidence will prevail over the medical evidence being  
the medical evidence is a opinion evidence. 

33. What thus is crystal clear is that in case of variation between ocular and medical 

evidence, it is the oral evidence of facts deposed to by witnesses that would prevail.  

At the same time and in the same breath, I would reiterate that the injured witness 

has to be given very high weightage and his  evidence should not  be disbelieved 

because of some variation or inconsistency here or there. In the above background, I 

take note of the evidence holistically and find that immediately after the incident PW1 

was  rushed  to  the  civil  hospital.  late  in  the  night.  In  such  a  situation,  I  cannot 

discount the submission of the prosecutor that there is high Possibility that the doctor 

at the night shift seeing the cut injury may have stitched it. In this context, I may put 

it on record that duty of a Judge is to analyze the evidence, not just to read it. 

34.  Be it also noted that the FIR was filed without any delay and name of the 
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accused person finds mention in the FIR. This also goes to show that it is not a case 

where  the  name  of  the  accused  has  been  implanted  after  a  lot  of  thought. 

Promptness in filing the FIR and naming the accused is another feature in the case of 

the prosecution and this Court cannot ignore such a relevant fact.

35.  In the result, I conclude that on the relevant date, the accused came to the 

room of the victim through the window and he came armed with the weapon. It also  

stands proved that when the victim refused to go for abortion, the accused used the 

weapon to cause injury upon her. What is thus proved is that there was aggravated 

form of house tress pass in the night and there was then an attack on PW1 with a 

dao. The accused thus committed the offence punishable under Sections 458 IPC and 

also under Section 324 IPC. 

36.  There is however little material of cheating punishable under Section 417 IPC. 

For such an offence, prosecution had to prove as to when the promise of marriage 

was made. It  has also to prove that the victim believed the promise whereas the 

accused had, at the time of making the promise, no intent to keep the same. The 

prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  these  ingredients.  In  so  far  as  charge  under 

Section323 IPC is concerned, I hold that as the accused stands convicted for offence 

under Section 324 IPC, he cannot be for the same act also punished under Section 

323 IPC.  

37.  Probation: In the instant case, the victim is a woman. The convict was having 

an affair with her. Nevertheless, when some altercation took place, the convict did not 

hesitate to use the sharp cutting weapon upon the victim. Such facts dis-entitle the 

victim to the benefit of probation.

38.  Hearing on sentence: I have heard the convict and the prosecution on the 

quantum of sentence to be inflicted upon the convict. The defence took the plea that 

the convict is by profession teacher and if he is sentenced he will  lose the moral 

strength in front of his student. It was further submitted that convict has old ailing 

mother  and  he  is  the  sole  bread  earner.  The  offence  under  Section  458  IPC  is 

punishable upto fourteen years imprisonment and with fine.  But I  have power to 
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punish upto 7 years imprisonment. Be that as it may, as the convict has no previous 

criminal record, I sentence him to simple imprisonment for a period of 1(one) year 

and to pay a fine of Rs 5000/ in default SI for 15 days under Section 458 IPC. I also 

sentence the convict to simple imprisonment for 6 months and to pay a fine of Rs 

20,000/ in default SI for 1 month for committing offence punishable under Section 

324 IPC. The fine when realized be paid to the victim. I further recommend that the 

victim is entitled to victim compensation. Send a copy of the Judgment & order to the 

Chairman DLSA. 

39.  Judgment and Order is given under the hand and seal of this Court on 16 th 

March’2016.

    (G. Rabha)
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
          Udalguri.

Annexure

A. Prosecution witnesses : 

PW 1 – Sri Sewali @ Saru Rabha (victim)

PW 2 – Sri Sankar Rabha (Complainant)

PW 3 – Sri Ratan Rabha

PW 4 – Sri Manoram Rabha 

PW 5 – Sri Ganeswar Rabha

PW 6 – Sri Hari Prasad Rabha

PW 7 – Dr. Jitendra Kumar Saharia (MO)
PW 8 – SI Himangshu Jyoti Gohain (IO).

B. Defence witness     : None.

C. Documents Exhibited : Ext. 1  – Injury Report. 
Ext. 2  – Ejahar. 
Ext. 3  – Sketc map
Ext. 4  – Charge-sheet.

                           Chief Judicial Magistrate 

                                Udalguri.
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